THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
We will consider the incompressible and isothermal turbulent flow of a viscous fluid.
The governing field equations are the Navier-Stokes and continuity equations given by
where vi isthe velocityvector,P isthe modified pressure and v isthe kinematic viscosity of the fluid.As in the usual treatments of .turbulence, the velocityand pressure will be decomposed into ensemble mean and fluctuatingparts, respectively:
For homogeneous shear flow, the mean velocity-gradient tensor takes the form (0s0) In any homogeneous turbulent flow, the exact transport equations for the turbulent 1 kinetic energy k =_ iuiui and dissipation rate e --v -_-£_t take the form 16
are, respectively, the production of turbulent kinetic energy, the production of dissipation by mean strains,the production of dissipationby vortex stretching,and the destruction of dissipation.
In (8) (11) and (12) it follows that for t* >> 1
where the growth rate ), is given by oo _ 0.14.
Equations (13) and (14) In order for this structural equilibrium -with an unbounded exponential time growth of k and e -to be valid, the higher order correlations in the dissipation rate transport equation (7) must satisfy certain consistency conditions. When non-dimensionalized,
takes the form 2wiwj_, e r-" 2v o=j o=j
where Batchelor and Townsend TM showed that if G has the form 3O 1
then the solution of (26) - (27) 
which, when combined with (27), gives rise to the exact solution
for isotropic decay (i.e., a power law decay where k ._ t-l).
Apart from the specific value of the numerical coefficient on the right-hand side of (29), which is more commonly set to a value ranging from 1.83 -1.92 to reflect more recent decay data 19 suggesting In figure 4(a), a solution of (33) Using (40) and (41) 
and
These results (which are independent of the initial conditions) differ from the values of (Sk/e)oo = a_-_, (-'ff-_/k)oo = a_C-_, and Rt_o = o¢ obtained from the standard k -e model where a = (C,, -1)/(C,, 
